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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1914.

On this occasion of enthusiasm for our individual classes, let us not forget Technology as a whole. Let us remember that, from her point of view, a successful Field Day is one which brings forth nothing, either from spectators or contestants, or at the theater in the evening, which would tend to reflect on the honor of any of her sons.

The arrangements for spectators at the theater are undoubtedly adequate. Although the original plans for seating capacity covered accommodations for twenty-five hundred to thirty thousand people, and incidentally better arrangements for dressing rooms and toilets, the amount of money allowed was insufficient. This made it a case of having either a first class field and truck and semi-temporary accommodations, or else half and half. This latter alternative was deemed unsatisfactory by the corporation as well as the athletic management. As a result, we have a few accommodations and accessories probably equal to any in the world, but in regard to accommodations we will have to get along as best we can until some interested alumni, class or friend provides the means to erect larger and more permanent facilities.

The flags which will decorate the theater tonight are loaned for the occasion and are to be replaced at class expense. Any broken seats must also be paid for, by agreement with the theater. If common decency does not suffice to prevent wanton destruction of property, we hope the self-interest and class interest thus involved will do so.

CALENDAR
Friday, November 6, 1914.
10.00—Cross Country Men Leave Trinity Place for Holy Cross Meet.
1:00—Senior Parade Forms on Rogers Steps.
2:30—Field Day.
8:00—Tech Night.
Saturday, November 6, 1914.
2:00 Fall Handicap, Field.
8:00—Duel Cross Country Meet, M., T., vs. Holy Cross at Worcester.

TECH NIGHT
Manager of Shubert Makes Requests of Students.

Mr. Smith, the Manager of the Shubert Theatre, in an interview with a member of The Tech last night, asked that when the man who landed the theatre this evening keep several facts in mind. He said that this year the house was not bought out by Technology men but that fully twenty-five percent of the audience would be people who are strangers to Technology. The members of the cast, moreover, are mostly girls and so a rough house will be out of place and will be immediately stopped. He insisted that no confetti or streamers be thrown on the runways going out into the audience or on the stage. In case confetti is thrown on the runways the girls will not be allowed to go on them and that part of the act will have to be cut out. Mr. Smith was assured that proper conduct would be observed.

ROUTE TO NEW FIELD

The new field can be reached from Rogers Building by going west on Newton Street as far as Massachusetts Avenue. The direction is to the right out Massachusetts Avenue and across Harvard bridge past the Institute buildings and down the first street on the right, Vassar street. This street is just this side of the main track and it leads directly to the field.

Don't forget to be around at Rogers at seven o'clock.

The parade starts at 12:30 p.m. at Rogers.

As various accidents have resulted from the throwing of streamers onto the stage, every thoughtful Tech man should do his best to confine this phase of the celebration to the balcony and orchestra.

As hosts to the colleges competing in the New England Intercollegiates a week from tomorrow, it seems that we should provide some simple entertainment on the preceding evening to uphold Technology's tradition of courtesy and hospitality. The Track Management hopes to arrange something of this nature, but if the Ocean Club and the Chauncy Hall Club have already reserved rooms in the Union, regarding the importance of fulfilling our duty as hosts, we hope the two latter organizations will waive their precedence and select other evenings.

A man can be pretty well broke and still have one faithful friend left to draw on—his pipe.

Even the newest addition to your pipe rack soon takes on the good fellowship of an old familiar friend, when it gets seasoned, by the aged-in-the-wood mellowness of VELVET, The Smoothest Smoking Tobacco. VELVET has all the slow burning, satisfying qualities of Kentucky's Burley de Luxe with a smoothness that is VELVET'S own, 10c tips and 5c metal-lined bags.

THAT OVERCOAT FOR THE FOOTBALL GAME.

Have just secured a lot of English, Scotch and Irish Woolens made up for the trade of the United Kingdom, but left on hand because of the war.

Bought at sacrifice prices, and you'll get the benefit.

Don't delay making your choice.

BURKE & CO., Inc.
TAILORS
18 School Street, 843 Washington St., Boston
Harvard Square

The New No. 5 Printype Oliver Typewriter makes an ideal machine for students' use. It is a marvel of simplicity, durability and ease of operation. Printype your notes and they will be twice as valuable to you. Easy terms if desired.

The Oliver Typewriter Company
414 Congress Street
Phone Main 192

ITALIAN
Restaurant

TABLE Dinner

ITALIAN CUISINE
Italian Wines

BOYSLTON PLACE
Near Colonial Theatre
Tel. Oarles 2962
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